
This quarter marks one year of living with COVID. Our team is now accustomed to

this new way of life and our processes have been adapted accordingly. Following

the decline of post-Christmas cases, we were able to re-open our office with

appropriate safety protocols in place. We have embraced antigen testing for

team members wanting to work from our new office. Testing is carried out on a

biweekly basis and we are happy to report that so far, we are incident-free. 

At Elgin Energy, we recognise the importance of ensuring the wellbeing of our

team and creating a positive work environment where socialising is possible. We

all miss meeting with our clients, partners and of course travel. We look forward

to successful vaccination programmes across our core markets and returning to a

normal business environment as soon as possible. 

COP26 is taking place in Glasgow this November. The world is preparing for this

event with expectations rising as the US are now back at the climate table.

President Biden wants to lead from the front. We look forward to further

ambitious statements from world leaders and the finance community to deliver

policy certainty to allow renewables to deliver and scale to the challenge. 

Ireland has been dominated by wind to date with the second highest share of

wind-generated electricity in the EU last year. 33% of demand for 2020 was met

by renewables. The challenge to reach 70% by 2030 is clear and solar is now

being recognised as a major contributor to the national decarbonisation strategy.

A recent report from AFRY Management Consulting demonstrates the hidden

value that solar can provide to the Irish system. The report found that solar can

secure a higher bid price in the auctions of the Renewable Electricity Support

Scheme (RESS) and require less support through the PSO levy. Our team awaits

the draft terms & conditions for RESS-2 as we prepare projects for participation

and expect to build on the success of RESS-1 where we secured contracts for two

projects. 

In the UK, solar 2.0 is underway with industry delivering more than 540

megawatts of new solar capacity in 2020. This level of deployment demonstrates

25% year-on-year growth over 2019 and is changing the energy mix before our

eyes with solar providing 4% of demand for March 2021. Further solar will be

supported through the fourth round of CfD before the end of the year. Industry

awaits further details in relation to auction design and the budget available. 

Australia has been named as the world leader for solar PV capacity. The country

boasts 589 watts of installed PV capacity for each citizen. This achievement is

largely due to the strong small-scale sector which boasted 39% year-on-year

growth in 2020 with more than 3,000MW of solar installed. The large-scale sector

is picking up pace with supportive state policies and progressive grid policies in

place. 

Our team secured the first planning success of the year with Sparrow Lodge, a 20

megawatt (MW) project in Buckinghamshire. We expect further decisions to be

issued shortly with more than 300MW currently in the planning system. Finally,

our team grew in the last quarter with JP Burklow starting his internship on the

development team. 
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Elgin Energy partnered with Go Carbon Neutral and offset

company emissions for 2020. This carbon offset programme is

the first step in Elgin Energy becoming a net zero company.

Our team is currently working to calculate and offset emissions

from the date the company was established in 2009.

This partnership forms part of our wider commitments in our

recently published Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG)

Policy. The policy outlines the integration of ESG into our

business and development cycle. 

Over the past twelve months, ESG awareness and

commitments have increased significantly. Many investors must

now ensure that their investment decisions fulfil ESG criteria.

The financial market is becoming aware that ESG-aligned

investments can secure a robust financial future while at the

same time make a positive impact on the local and wider

environment. Solar projects are a great example of an

investment that fulfils both environmental and social factors. 

Our partnership with Go Carbon Neutral
Carbon Offset Initiative 

Learn  more about our

partnership with Go Carbon

Neutral here

LEARN MORE 

As ESG is still a relatively new area,

standardisation has not yet been

established for the UK solar market

therefore transparency and collaboration

are required to achieve same. For this

reason, we look forward to sharing our ESG

journey publicly to encourage others to do

so. 

Read about our recent

fundraise with Focus Capital

Partners here

Read our ESG Policy 

here

https://www.elgin-energy.com/2021/02/09/elgin-energy-partners-with-go-carbon-neutral-to-offset-company-emissions/
https://www.elgin-energy.com/2021/03/01/elgin-energy-closes-fundraise-with-focus-capital-partners/
https://www.elgin-energy.com/esg-policy/

